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The dependency on applications, data, and the 
Internet has become an instrumental component 
of almost every business. In fact, a business’s 
productivity can be seriously impacted when 
one of these critical services is unavailable, 
either due to lack of access to data or poor 
network performance.  As a leading provider 
of information technology services, Alpha 
Technologies continues to provide innovative 
solutions which overcome these obstacles and 
allow companies to achieve or exceed their 
goals.  Alpha Fiber is one of the latest 
innovations from Alpha Technologies helping 
facilitate high bandwidth fiber-optic connections 
to their data and the Internet allowing 
businesses more flexibility in their technology 
decisions.

The Alpha Fiber story begins with Alpha’s 
flagship data center, located in South Charleston, 
WV. Alpha’s DC1 facility provides a foundation of 
resilient cooling, redundant power, and 24x7 
security in which businesses can securely and 
reliably house their applications and data to help 
ensure they always have access to their 
information.  As business bandwidth 
requirements and costs continued to grow, Alpha 
recognized the need for an affordable solution.  
Alpha Technologies constructed a 35 mile, 
high-bandwidth fiber optic network to connect 
the data center in South Charleston to most of 
the telecommunication carriers in Charleston.  
Along with providing easier access to 
telecommunications carriers, Alpha Fiber is also 
able to directly connect customers in the South 
Charleston and Charleston areas providing local 
businesses a high-bandwidth, low-latency option 
at an affordable cost.
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Alpha Fiber was built using a performance first 
approach offering low over-subscription ratios 
ensuring the bandwidth you need is available 
when you need it.  Geographically redundant 
paths are available if needed providing 
separate connections for increased redundancy 
and resiliency.  Alpha Fiber has options to meet 
your growing bandwidth requirements and help 
your business grow.  

Contact the Alpha Sales 
team to learn more about how 
we can help you achieve your 
next business goal.

          CALL OUR HELPDESK TO 
                                           INQUIRE:

       304 . 201 . 7485    

“ALPHA TECHNOLOGIES

CONTINUES TO PROVIDE

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS”
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